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A Implementation and Design
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A.1 Uganda Lab Experiments

A.1.1 Recruiting and Game Protocol

In the Uganda experiments, subjects were recruited for three enumeration sessions per day,
each consisting of 16 respondents. We ran the Uganda experiments in January, June and July
of 2017 using a convenience sample from Kampala. We rented a set of field sites in and around
Kampala and recruited volunteers from the neighborhoods surrounding each site. Each session was
randomly assigned to one of the possible treatment conditions, blocked on enumeration site.

At the beginning of each session, subjects were given a short group training, lasting approx-
imately 10 minutes, which laid out the basic rules of the assigned game. After group training,
enumerators then administered a short on-on-one training with each subject, explaining a sample
round of the game and probing subjects on their comprehension of the key game steps, particu-
larly the allocation decision. After one-on-one training was complete, subjects completed a practice
round that was not payoff-relevant, then were then sent back to the group training room. After the
practice round, respondents were called up one at a time to complete five single-shot rounds of the
game. At the start of each round except the first, respondents were told what had happened in their
pairing in the previous round, but were not told the decisions of any other respondents. Subjects
were instructed not to speak about the game between rounds and were monitored at all times by
project staff to ensure this rule was followed. At the end of the final round, respondents completed
an outtake survey. They were then paid a show-up fee, plus their earnings from all five rounds.

Within each game session, we randomly assigned subjects to the role of Citizen or Leader at a
ratio of 3 Citizens per Leader. In the first round, each Citizen was randomly assigned to a play with
a Leader. During the game, each Citizen received the transfer decided by the Leader to whom he or
she was assigned. In each round, leaders thus played three sub-rounds, one with each Citizen that
he or she was paired with. In each subsequent round, the subjects’ roles remained the same, but
Citizen-Leader pairs were re-randomized. Citizens could play with a single Leader multiple times,
but never twice in a row.

Similarly, an individual Citizen-Leader pair might appear more than once, but the Citizen-
Leader 3-tuple—that is, the combination of Citizens with which each Leader played in a given a
round—could never be repeated. This was done to reduce the possibility that the Leader observed
nearly identical thresholds in back-to-back rounds and inferred (despite explanations to the contrary)
that the game was repeated rather than one-shot. Our randomization algorithm took an arbitrary
n subjects, k leaders, and l rounds as arguments and returned a series of pairings that satisfied the
above criteria. To stress that each round was a single-shot game, in between rounds enumerators
reminded respondents that the pairings would be different than in the previous round.

A.1.2 Game Design

The steps for the Tax and Grant versions are very similar to those in Martin (2014).1 We
then add two additional revenue source treatments: Aid and Oil. The basic steps for these games

1We also retain many of the rules and constraints Martin used. These include the notion that taxes are

exogenous and mandatory, preventing bargaining between Leaders and Citizens. Additionally, government
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are the same as the Grant game, with one key difference: whereas in the Grant game the source
of the group fund is not specified, in the Aid and Oil games respondents are told either that the
group fund is money that was given by a donor as foreign aid, or that the money comes from
Ghanaian or Ugandan oil revenues. For enumeration purposes, 1 money unit (MU) was set equal
100 Uganda Shillings (UGX).2 All enumeration employed real coins to better convey the decisions
to respondents.

The source treatments were built into the game scripts used by the enumerators as well as
illustrated on the game boards. During both participant training and actual gameplay enumerators
stated the revenue source each time the group fund was mentioned. In order to emphasize the
treatment, enumerators placed the coins representing the group fund on a tile illustrating the source,
and verbally stated the source, before moving the group fund to the leader’s tile. Game boards for
the remaining conditions differ only in the image on the source tile. In all three experiments,
subjects first played a practice round in which the enumerator was allowed to clarify any issues that
remained after training.3

Finally, Table 1 describes the citizen as making a punishment decision after the Leader allocates
the group fund. For implementation purposes, Citizens were instead asked to make an ex ante
decision rule; they were asked to decide which possible allocations of the group fund they would
punish. This substantially increased the experiment’s power. For example, in the two-player games,
enumerators would start by asking the Citizen “If the Leader kept 10 MU, and gave you 0 MU,
would you pay 1 MU to punish the leader?” If the Citizen replied “yes,” the enumerator would
keep asking for different allocations, increasing the share the Citizen receives in 1 MU increments.4

Enumerators stopped when they received a transfer level at which the Citizen would no longer
punish: this becomes the punishment threshold in the analysis below. All games were implemented
using real coins to make the decisions concrete for respondents.

In the Tax Ownership and Aid Ownership games—both conducted in June and July 2017—all
respondents purchased a small good for 500 UGX after they received their wage. All respondents
had the same choice between four goods, each of which had a true market value of approximately
500 UGX: a bar of soap; a small bag of maize meal (posho); a small packet of cooking oil; or a
small bag of rice. The items, and their price, was held constant across all treatment conditions
analyzed here and thus poses no inferential threat. Respondents were generally excited about the
opportunity to purchase these items; they were chosen because they are all highly valued, even
in the small quantities provided. The text below provides an example of how the purchasing was
explained in the group training and in each individual round of the game. The purchasing was
included to allow comparison with an additional set of treatments that compared direct taxes to a
VAT on goods. These treatment conditions are analyzed in a separate paper.

Text from Group Training: Windfall Conditions
“At the start of the activity, the citizen earns a wage of 1,000 Sh. . . Next, the Citizen uses 500 Sh.
to buy a real item. If you are a Citizen you will get to choose which of 4 items you wish to buy:
Soap, Rice, Oil, Posho. [Hold up each item as you say it.]”

budgets are constant and observable across treatments.
2At the time of data collection, exchange rates were one US dollar to 3,500 UGX.
3In Experiments 1 and 3—those which included the Tax and Aid Ownership treatments, respectively—subjects

played a single practice round followed by 5 rounds of unassisted play. In Experiment 2, subjects played

only 4 rounds of unassisted play.
4i.e. the next step would be to ask “If the Leader kept 9 MU, and passed you 1 MU, would you pay to punish?”
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Say the Citizen decides to buy rice. He pays 500 Sh. to the store, and gets the rice.

Text from Individual rounds: Windfall Conditions
“Here is the wage of 1,000 Sh you have earned for this round. . . You now have the opportunity to
purchase one of the four goods we spoke about earlier. Each of these goods costs 500 Sh. Remember
that you MUST choose one.”

A.2 Ghana Lab Experiment

(Back to Table of Contents)

A.2.1 Recruiting and Game Protocol

The Ghana experiments were conducted in Accra in June and July 2016, using subjects re-
cruited from 8 constituencies in the Greater Accra region. Chosen constituencies fell into a “low”
or “medium/high” income category.5 Each session was randomly assigned to one of the possible
treatment conditions, blocked on the average income level in the constituency.

Each session of 16 was recruited from a single polling station and then provided transport to
the field office, located in Adabraca, Accra. While recent representative statistics on Metropolitan
Accra are difficult to obtain, a comparison with a large-scale study of 5,484 respondents from 1,250
households conducted from 2008 to 2010 (Fink, Weeks and Hill 2012) suggests that our sample
performs favorably in terms of representativeness given that we did not sample from high-income
areas of the city. The results for this more representative sample mirror those of the convenience
sample in Uganda, reducing concerns about potential selection and the poor external validity it
might produce.

Table A.1 reports the means of several socioeconomic characteristics of interest (Column 1)
alongside the Fink et al estimates where available (Column 2). On balance, our sampling strategy
yielded a sample that is approximately gender-balanced (52.5% women) and considerably wealthier
than a pure convenience sample. While our sample is relatively less educated, we nearly match the
Fink figures for age, employment, and ethnicity. Approximately 60% of our sample was employed,
with 11% formally employed by a firm and 12.6% as traders. Critically for our purposes, over
half were primary earners, and a full 31% paid some form of direct tax in the previous 6 months.
The average per-month household income was 604 GHC, slightly higher than the inflation-adjusted
average of 479 GHC reported for the Greater Accra region by Ghana’s national statistics bureau
in 2008. Expanding the sample of educated, high-income respondents with experience paying taxes
was our primary motivation for a more rigorous sampling strategy than is often used in experimental
games. Nonetheless, to the extent that our sample in Ghana more closely resembles the broader
population, this also increases the external validity of our findings.

A.3 Survey Experiment

(Back to Table of Contents)

5We avoid high-income enclaves of the city because of low recruitment rates during piloting, due both to

the difficulty of finding high-income individuals at home during the day and also because the compensation

offered was far less attractive to high-income individuals.
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Statistic Sample Mean Fink et al. Estimate

Age 32.238 29
Female* 52.5 62.4
Employed 62.2 60.2
No Schooling 5.5 17.6
Completed Primary 33.6 21.9
Completed Secondary 23.1 52.0
Ga 56.7 42.2
Akan 30.7 31.0
Ewe 6.5 12.4
Household Income 604.579 NA

Table A.1: Summary Statistics for Experimental Sample in Ghana. The Fink, Weeks
and Hill (2012) sample is highly imbalanced along the gender dimension because the sample was
recruited based on participation in an earlier survey of at least one adult woman in the household.
As such, these estimates should be taken as rough estimates rather than as definitive values for a
representative sample.

A.3.1 Additional Design Details

In addition to our ownership treatments, described in Section Increasing Ownership in the
Field, one-third of the sample was assigned to one of two possible Information placebo conditions,
Aid and Oil. These conditions were designed to control for the fact that both the Aid and Oil Own-
ership treatments convey information to respondents. In the Aid Information placebo, respondents
were told the inflation-adjusted amount of foreign aid money the Ugandan government had received
over the past 10 years. To help respondents process this information, they were then told how much
this would be if the government had distributed the money to every Ugandan household equally.
They were told the projected amount of aid money the central government would receive in the
next 5 years. All information was then re-enforced using a visual aid. The Oil Information placebo
was the same, except that the information was oil revenues. A third information condition gave
subjects information about tax revenues. Although these information conditions are the subject of
ongoing analysis and are not discussed here, we provide here our full design.

Pure Control: This treatment provides no information to respondents, who go straight from
the pre-treatment questions to outcome measures (described below).

Information Placebo Treatments (Aid, Oil, Tax): The three information treatments are
designed to test whether simply giving citizens more information about each revenue source, and
helping them process the information, affects behavior. This is important to help us disentangle the
effects of ownership and information in the ownership treatments. Each of the three information
treatments gives respondents information about the inflation-adjusted amount of [OIL/AID/TAX]
money Uganda has received in the past 10 years. These absolute amounts are broken down by village
and by household, with the amount determined by the average village and average household size
throughout all Uganda. This breakdown is presented as how much the government could have given
to the average village/household if they had divided the money among all Ugandans, rather than
spending it as the budget. In this calculation we assume a 15% overhead cost.

Information is then given about the projected amount of future [OIL/AID/TAX] revenues
Uganda will receive. This information is gone over once verbally, and then again using a board
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to help respondents understand and process the amounts. This helps make the treatments closer
in length, and also helps control for the possibility that the Ownership treatment is also affecting
information processing. In the Tax Information treatment, the first part of the module entails
having respondents answer a set of questions about all the taxes they pay. They then receive
the Tax information, similar to the other Information treatments. This additional step of asking
questions about tax exposure is designed to make the tax treatment salient, by priming respondents
on the taxes they pay, especially those (like VAT) that are typically less visible.

Ownership Treatments (Aid & Oil): The final two treatments are designed to test whether
it is possible to increase respondents’ sense of ownership over aid and oil revenues. The treatment
consists of the following steps:

Aggregated Information. Each respondent first receives a variation of the text of the [Aid/Oil]
information treatment. The key difference is that the household and village amounts are personalized
according to the respondents’ household and village size: we tell respondents how much their actual
household or village would have received if the government had divided up the money equally to
all Ugandans, rather than spending it as part of the budget. In calculating this we assume a 15%
overhead rate. We also make it very clear that we are talking about “your” village and household.

Tailored Information. Respondents are given information about what the money given to their
household (and village) could have purchased. For household, we focus on valued consumption and
investment goods. For villages, we focus on important local public goods.

Budgeting Task. Subjects are then asked to think about how they would have spent the
household-level amount of money. Subjects engage in budgeting task in which they “spend” the
household-level amount, with enumerators writing down the items they would purchase as well as
the amount they would spend on them on a small card. This card is then placed on a budgeting
board. Subjects may “purchase” up to 8 unique items in this task. Our pilot data suggests that most
subjects purchase between 4 and 6 items, with the first purchases being heavily weighted toward
large capital investments in business and farming inputs. At the end of the task, enumerators
place each item into one of eight expenditure categories and record the category and the amount
on the tablet. They also take a picture of the cards as they are arranged on the board to allow for
individual items to be coded by-hand at a later date. At the end of the budgeting task, enumerators
give respondents a summary of the information and their choices in the budgeting task.

Future Revenue. Subjects receive additional information about total amount of revenues from
AID/OIL that will come to government in the future, given in present, absolute terms (assuming a
future discount rate of 6% per annum) and also broken down by village and household size.

A.3.2 Personalized Information Treatments

In the Aid and Oil Ownership treatments, the per-village and per-household figures were
adjusted according to the size of their household (self-reported) and their village/LC1 unit (collected
from the LC1 prior to enumeration). This makes the treatment very realistic, and means that the
budgeting task is always consistent in terms of amount per person. It also furthers the goal of giving
subjects ownership over non-tax revenues by giving them information in a form that encourages
them to think about the revenue as their own. While the amount of revenues that accrue to
each respondent in the survey will vary by their household and village size, this has no inferential
consequence because household size are balanced under randomization, and the treatments are given
at the respondent level, ensuring that treatments are also balanced across village size.

Given the highly specific information given to subjects, we made a special effort to get accurate
measures for all revenue sources and to be very explicit about the use of inflation-adjusted mea-
sures, which avoided understating the amount of revenue. There are also policies in place in other
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countries that closely resemble the counterfactual we are simulating with the direct transfer; these
are conditional and unconditional cash transfers for aid, and direct transfers of resource profits from
governments in the case of oil revenues. Nonetheless, the treatments were designed to make it as
clear as possible that the village, household and individually-denominated shares are what would
happen if the government distributed this money equally, not the amount they would actually get
if the government initiated a program to distribute money. When calculating these figures, we did
not assume that the government could implement what amounts to a large-scale policy of targeted
redistribution without substantial cost. Benchmarking against data on the implementation costs
of similar programs that are currently in operation elsewhere, we discounted the total revenues by
15% to account for administrative fees.

A.3.3 Example Treatment Text

Village-Level Revenue Text

If the Ugandan government had distributed this money equally all villages, your village’s share
of the 3.8 trillion shillings in oil money would have been [BLANK] shillings. This [BLANK] would
have been enough to provide your village the following things: 1. Free medicine and supplies to
a health clinic near you for [BLANK] years OR 2. Buy textbooks for [BLANK] children in your
area OR 3. Drill [BLANK] new boreholes in your area OR 4. Build [BLANK] brand new primary
schools in your area OR 5. Grade [BLANK] km of roads in your area

Household-Level Revenue Text

Earlier, you told us that there were [BLANK] people in your household. If the money from oil
revenue over the last 10 years was shared equally among all Ugandans, your household’s share of
the oil money would be [BLANK] shillings. This [BLANK] shillings would be enough to provide
your household with the following things: 1. Primary school fees for a child in your household
for [BLANK] terms OR 2. [BLANK] young goats for your household OR 3. [BLANK] pesticides
(28kg bag) for your household OR 4. [BLANK] seeds (maize; 5kg bag) for your household OR 5.
[BLANK] full grown chicken for your household OR 6. [BLANK] SolarNow Solar panel for your
household OR 7. [BLANK] bicycle for your household

Future Revenue Text

Now I’d like to give you some information about revenues from oil that will come to the Ugan-
dan government in the future. The Ugandan government is projected to get at least 8 trillion
shillings from oil revenue in the future. Although the government will decide how to spend this
money, revenues from the recently discovered oil belongs to all Ugandans and is supposed to be used
to benefit you and your family. If the government distributed this money equally, your household’s
share of the oil money would be at least [BLANK] shillings.

A.3.4 Efficacy Measures

Efficacy measures were asked pre-treatment. We targeted three dimensions of efficacy: internal
efficacy, external efficacy, and government efficacy. The efficacy index thus measures subjects’
generalized sense that an action is both feasible and likely to be successful, two necessary conditions
for political action. To construct our inverse-covariance weighted efficacy index, we asked subjects to
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rate their agreement with the following items on a 10 point scale where 0 meant strong disagreement
and 10 meant strong agreement:

1. I have a good understanding of the important political issues facing our country.

2. I consider myself well qualified to participate in politics. People like me don’t
have any say in what the government does.

3. No matter whom I vote for, it won’t make a difference. My government does not
favor any group of people when making decisions.

4. My government makes decisions based on what citizens want.

5. My government is good at delivering important services, like healthcare and edu-
cation, to citizens.

A.3.5 Behavioral Measures

Here we include the text of the four behavioral measures with which we measure the effective-
ness of our treatment (both directly and as mediated by the ownership mechanism).

Contact Measure

As part of our research, we are also required to deliver a summary of some of our findings to
officials in this district. This summary is just general information. It does not include any infor-
mation about the people we talk to. However, as part of this project, we will also be speaking to
politicians and government officials from your area and constituency. We would like to give you the
chance to include a message for them if you are interested. We will be collecting these messages
from all the people we talk to in your area. If you wish to leave a message, we will combine it with
the other messages we receive and deliver them together. Is there an official you would like to send
a message to? This message will be completely anonymous; it will not include your name or any
other information about who you are or where you are from. Nobody will be able to know that you
will have left these messages if you choose to do so. Would you like to leave a message?

Report Participation

As part of this project, we are also conducting interviews all over the country with all Ugandans
asking them about various topics. When we are finished with our project, we will be producing a
report that includes some information about what we have found. We are also giving participants
a chance to learn about some of the results through SMS if they are interested. Would you like to
receive a SMS with a small selection of survey results, in your own language?

SMS Measure

As part of this project, we are partnering with a non-profit organization that provides citizens
with information about how the government spends the money it gets. One of the services this
organization offers is sharing information about government spending through SMS. Would you be
interested in signing up for this platform? If you don’t have a phone with you at the moment or
don’t have enough credit right now, I can help you sign up using my phone or the phone of someone
from your household.
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Donation Measure

Thank you. As a token of our appreciation for talking with us today, the researchers conduct-
ing this survey would like to donate 1,000 UGX to a Ugandan NGO on your behalf of you and other
people taking this survey. We would like to give you the opportunity to choose between two dif-
ferent options. The first organization is an NGO that helps Ugandans get access to healthcare and
medicine. The second organization is an NGO that focuses on fighting corruption and improving
governance. Which organization would you like to donate to?6

A.3.6 Sampling Strategy

Our sampling strategy was a modified area probability sample in which we intentionally over-
sampled urban areas. We did so because our population of interest is those Ugandans who are the
most likely to take political action. The characteristics of this population have countervailing effects
on their responsiveness to treatment. On the one hand, city-dwellers are more likely to be informed
about government behavior, meaning that the informational content of the treatment will be less
valuable. They may also have stronger feelings of ownership, making our ownership treatments
less effective. On the other hand, urban citizens tend to be wealthier, better-educated and more
efficacious, making it more likely that they are willing to take costly political action and that they
would believe it is valuable to do so.

At the same time, however, the effect of the treatment on more rural respondents is also of
interest. As such, we split our sample between municipalities—a special administrative designation
reserved for urban areas—and non-municipalities. In each of ten districts, split across Uganda’s four
regions proportional to their respective shares of total population, we sampled one municipality and
one non-municipality, both of which are counties. In the urban county (the municipality), our
sampling frame was the universe of polling stations present in the 2016 elections. We then binned
polling stations into quartiles according to the number of registered voters.7 In municipalities, we
draw 8 polling stations, taking 2 from each quartile to ensure that we cover the polling-station size
distribution, which is highly correlated with an area’s level of urbanization. In non-municipalities
we draw 4 polling stations, one from each quartile. Sampling at the PSU level is random walk
starting from the polling station.

Respondents were selected according to their head-of-household status, with the goal of a two-
thirds/one-thirds split. We define head of households for our purposes to be the male or female
that is responsible for making financial decisions and/or handles household expenditures. Once
enumerators reached each residence, sampling is done using a randomly selected respondent card
that could be one of four types: male household head, female household head, male non-household
head, and female non-household head.

6To avoid priming subjects, we omitted the names of the non-profit organizations which we had partnered

with. Enumerators were instructed to give them this information if they asked for it.
7The number of registered voters is an excellent proxy for total population, which is not available at the polling-

station level. We verified this by aggregating the number of registered voters up to the district level—the

lowest unit for which reliable population data was available—and examining the correlation between the

total number of registered voters and the district population.
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A.3.7 Calculation of Revenue Totals and Personalized Information

All past revenues (both aid and oil) were calculated with inflation to avoid understating the
amount in current shillings, with 2008 taken as the anchor year for the inflation index. All future
revenues were calculated assuming a 6% discount rate up until 2018 (the year of the intervention).
In both cases, per-capita figures were calculated using 2017 nationwide population. The village-
level figures were scaled according to village population, which was obtained from the LC1 (Village
Chief) at the start of each enumeration day. This population was then entered on the tablet, after
which point the survey software calculated the village-level amount and piped it in to the treatment
vignette. Household-level figures were based on subjects’ answer to a survey item on household
size. We reduced these amounts by a flat 15% to account for the administration fees that would be
necessary to run what amounts to a large-scale unconditional cash tranfer program. These figure
was chosen conservatively based on a survey of similar programs already in existence.

Figures for total past oil revenue use 2.7 trillion UGX as a baseline, a number that is widely
cited in media reports. Annual oil revenue calculation is based on media reports of all known
payments as well as the 2015-2017 Petroleum Fund Statements available from the Ugandan Ministry
of Finance. The total inflation adjusted figure for the past 10 years was approximately 3.8 trillion
UGX. The total net per-capita value of past oil revenues was 88,955 UGX. Under estimates of the
average village and household size (1,238 and 4.7 respectively), this amount would yield a figure
of 418,090 UGX for an average households and approximately 110 million for a village. Future
oil revenue was based on estimates by the Natural Resource Governance Institution.8 Past aid
figures were based on several years’ worth of Government of Uganda Annual Budget Performance
Reports and the World Bank Development Indicator dataset (2018). Once administrative costs were
taken into account, the per-capita amount of aid revenue that would have accrued to each Ugandan
was approximately 300,000 UGX. This figure yields a household-level amount of approximately 1.4
million UGX and a village-level amount of approximately 378 million UGX. Future aid revenues were
based on Government of Ugandan Annual Budget Performance Reports, which provide projected
grant revenues up to 2021. Given the relatively recent OPM scandal and a general drawing down
of on-budget aid in recent years, we assume that revenues will decline 15% each year starting from
2022 onwards.

In addition to the village-level denominations, subjects were also given information about
important village-level public goods that could have been provided given their village size. The
per-unit costs for these goods—which were then used to calculate the total number that could have
been provided—were based on publicly available data sources. Data on the cost of grading 1km of
road was particularly difficult to obtain. In the end, we chose an estimate provided by the African
Development Bank in a study of road infrastructure costs. Figures for the costs of an ambulance
were taken from an article in a prominent Ugandan newspaper, the Daily Monitor, which gave an
estimate for the purchase of 100 ambulances over five years. Estimates for educational equipment
were taken from estimates available on Aid for Africa’s website. Estimates for the cost of a borehole
were taken from Return Hope International, which estimates a per-well cost of approximately 8,000
USD. Estimates for the construction of an HC-III health clinic and the costs of critical medications
were taken from reporting on the financial shortfalls in the Uganda Ministry of Health.

A.4 Evolution of Theory and Analysis Plans

This project began during our data collection in Ghana in 2016. When we designed our
experiments we were interested in the idea of resource ownership, but the overall project was more

8The full report is available as a PDF from the Civil Society Coalition on Oil an Gas website.
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focused on the institutional differences between how aid, oil, and taxes are used. We also did
not theoretically separate loss aversion and ownership, rather considering them both parts of the
“endowment effect”. We did include treatments in the 2016 Ghana experiments that we thought of
as ownership treatments. However, these were very general and did not in fact assign ownership to
citizens, rather told citizens that public budgets were meant to benefit them, similar to the language
in the “oil framing" treatment conducted in Uganda. These treatments had null effects on both the
ownership measure and willingness to punish in the lab games, suggesting that they were not truly
ownership treatments.

When we ran the Uganda January 2017 experiment, which included the Oil Ownership condi-
tion, we had not fully fleshed out our ownership theory, but did further develop and focus on the Oil
Ownership treatment. We framed our experiment around the possibility of inducing higher owner-
ship over non-earned revenues as a way to reduce the resource curse. In the pre-analysis plan for the
Oil Ownership experiment, we explicitly say that we expect the Oil Ownership condition to induce
the same level of punishment as the Tax game, and that we expect ownership to predict punishment
within each treatment condition. However, the mediation analysis was not pre-specified.

Before we ran the Uganda July 2017 laboratory experiments, which included the Tax Experi-
ment and the Aid Ownership Experiment, we had fully fleshed out our theory. We pre-specified that
we expected to find higher ownership in the Tax condition, relative to the three Windfall conditions.
We did not pre-specify the mediation analysis. However, the PAP for the July 2017 data collection
does not include the aid ownership conditions. We decided that because the analysis would be the
same as for the January 2017 experiment, we did not need an additional document. Following this,
our analysis is consistent across the Aid and Oil Ownership conditions.

We pre-registered a more extensive set of hypotheses for the Uganda 2018 national survey.
These included that we expected ownership to predict behavior within each treatment condition;
that ownership-inducing treatments should increase political action, and that this should be medi-
ated by the ownership treatment. We also pre-registered how we would test for potential alternative
mechanisms, namely perceptions of the budget and corruption perceptions. Finally, we say that we
expect larger treatment effects among household heads, and that we think those with high personal
efficacy should have larger treatment effects.

To summarize, below is a list of the relevant pre-specified tests for each experiment. This is
not exhaustive – tests and hypotheses not directly related to this paper have been excluded for
space reasons, but are available in the EGAP registries for both the lab-in-the-field and survey
experiments.

• Ghana 2016: Lab Experiments on Taxation

1. We expected to find higher ownership for oil than aid.

2. We expected to find higher ownership and punishment in those assigned to a set of
“valence" treatments that told respondents that public monies should be used for their
benefit.

• Uganda January 2017: Oil Ownership Experiment

1. That the Oil Ownership treatment will increase punishment, making it equal to Tax.

2. That the oil ownership treatment will increase ownership over the group fund.

3. That we expect to see higher ownership predict higher punishment thresholds within
each condition.
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• Uganda July 2017: Tax Experiment and Aid Ownership Experiment

1. The Aid Ownership treatment was not included in the PAP filed at this time, as we
analyzed it following the same process as the Oil Ownership data.

2. For the experiments covered by the PAP, we pre-specified that we expected higher
ownership in the Tax condition, compared to the Windfall groups.

3. Mediation analysis was not pre-specified.

• Uganda July 2018: National Survey

1. We expected the ownership treatments to increase the ownership measure.

2. We expected the ownership treatments to increase willingness to take action in the ICW
index.

3. We pre-specified that ownership should mediate any increase in action.

4. We wrote that we expected larger effects among household heads, as the budgeting task
would be more effective among those with experience managing household funds. (This
had become apparent during piloting).

5. We specified that we expected larger treatment effects among those with high efficacy.

6. We specified that we expected larger effects when household size is larger (Results from
this test are not included in the main paper. We have run these and find no significant
differences by household size.)
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B Connecting Lab Measures to Real-World Outcomes

(Back to Table of Contents)

One potential criticism of the lab results is that our two primary quantities of interest—
ownership and willingness to punish—may be only weakly related to their real-world counterparts,
and that the strong relationship between ownership and accountability pressures may not exist.
We address this criticism in part through the survey experiment presented in Section Increasing
Ownership in the Field. The survey experiment, however, is conducted on a different and broader
sample than the lab games, which were confined to the capital city and its relatively more urban,
knowledgeable, and wealthier residents. Here, we exploit a battery of questions included in the
outtake survey of Experiments 1 and 3 that included measures of ownership over real-world revenues
as well as a battery designed to capture subjects’ theoretical willingness to sanction misbehavior.
Unlike punishment in the lab, the latter measure is not economic costly. Nonetheless, the availability
of both lab- and real-world measures of ownership and punishment behavior for the same sample
allows us to (1) examine whether the correlation between ownership and punishment behavior holds
outside of the lab and (2) validate our lab measures by evaluating whether there is a correlation
between ownership and punishment in the lab and their real-world analogues.

To investigate whether this is the case, we use responses to a battery of questions that were
included on the outtake survey for Experiments 1 and 3. In addition to the sample on which
the experimental results are based, we also include responses from an additional 710 subjects who
received other experimental treatments that are part of an ongoing project on indirect taxation
and are not analyzed here. In addition, we include the 142 subjects who, because they played as
Leaders and did not set thresholds, do not appear in the experimental data presented in Section
Lab Experiments: Results. This substantially larger sample (total n = 1, 423) improves power while
also giving us better geographical coverage, including as it does several additional field sites.

B.1 Measures of Ownership and Punishment Outside the Lab

Both the ownership and punishment measures were designed as observational analogues to our
experimental measures. The ownership items were identical to the one asked in the lab, except that
they replaced the word “group fund” with “government budget” and gave the source of the revenue
directly. The question thus asked subjects to indicate their agreement with the statement that “the
government revenues from [AID/OIL/TAXES] belong to the citizens of Uganda.” Each subject was
asked this question for each of the three revenue types, but the order of the three was randomized.
We then construct a summary index, Ownership, that takes the simple weighted average of these
three individual items.9

We measure willingness to punish with four items that ask subjects to report the likelihood
that they would engage in increasingly costly political behaviors in the event they learned that
government officials had been misusing revenues. Like the ownership items, these were all measured
using a 10-point scale, with a 0 corresponding to a zero probability (“I would never do this”) and
a 10 corresponding to certain probability (“I would definitely do this”).10 The behaviors subjects
were asked to consider were (in order of costliness): contacting a local leader, calling a neighbor,

9All results reported in this section are robust to using alternative constructions of this variable, including

inverse covariance and principal component weighting.
10The scale used for these and all 10-point questions was a “ladder” in which subjects were given anchors at

either end and told to place themselves on the ladder.
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participating in a protest, and working on a political campaign. We include the exact wording of
both measures below:

Measuring Ownership

How much do you agree with the following statements:

1. The government revenues from foreign aid belong to the citizens of Uganda.

2. The government revenues from oil belong to the citizens of Uganda.

3. The government revenues from taxes belong to the citizens of Uganda.

Note: the response options were on a 10-point ladder where 0 was marked “strongly disagree” and
10 was marked “strongly agree”.

Measuring Punishment

Say that you heard rumors that a leader in your community has been stealing money. How likely
would you be to do each of the following:

1. Talk to your neighbors about this.

2. Go to a protest.

3. Campaign against the official in the next election.

4. Contact the official about your concerns.

Note: For all four questions, answers were recorded on a 10-point scale where 0 was “I would
definitely not do this” and 10 was “I will definitely do this”.

B.2 Results

As an initial check of the external validity of our laboratory data, we regressed each experimen-
tal measure on its survey-based counterpart, controlling, as in Section Lab Experiments: Results,
for the respondent’s treatment condition. We also include fixed effects for subject role (i.e. Citizen
or Leader). This latter variable accounts for any differences in response that could arise as a result
of playing the game as a Leader instead of a Citizen. The results reveal that both experimental
measures are strongly correlated with their corresponding survey measure. This constitutes strong
evidence of construct validity and suggests that the experimental outcomes are measuring the same
concepts as the survey-based outcomes introduced above.

We next test whether subjects’ ownership over real-world revenue sources is correlated with
their willingness to punish. To do so, we estimate an OLS model identical to that used in the
experimental test of Hypothesis 1.

The results, reported in Column 1 of Table B.1, show that a one-unit increase in ownership
corresponds to a 0.104 unit average increase in willingness to engage in political activity.11 This

11Here we leave the ownership measure on its original 10 point scale so that its scale matches that of our

theoretical willingness to punish index.
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DV: Pr(Take Action)

Index Campaign Protest Neighbors Contact

Ownership 0.104∗∗∗ 0.084∗∗ 0.099∗∗ 0.114∗∗∗ 0.121∗∗∗

(0.0261) (0.0378) (0.040) (0.038) (0.038)

Enumerator FE X X X X X
Covariates X X X X X
Observations 1393 1392 1393 1393 1393
Adjusted R2 0.142 0.142 0.090 0.088 0.141

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.1: Impact of Ownership on Theoretical Willingness to Sanction. Standard
errors in parentheses.

result is robust to weighting the contribution of a subject’s ownership over a given source by the
size of the budget they believe comes from that source. Columns 2-5 demonstrate that the result
also holds for all constituent items of the index variable.

Ownership is strongly related to willingness to punish misuse of government revenues, but
what drives ownership? The experimental results in Section Lab Experiments: Results supports our
argument that direct contribution to the government budget via taxation should increase ownership.
To test whether this is the case observationally, we estimate the following OLS model:

Yi = α+ βTaxi + γγγXi + εi

where Yi is subject i’s ownership over government tax revenues and Tax is a binary measure that
takes 1 if the subject reported paying an income tax in the past year and 0 otherwise.12 Xi is
a vector of covariates identical to those used Equation B.2. The results reveal that taxation is a
strong and significant predictor of ownership over tax-based revenues, with taxed subjects reporting
ownership values 0.413 points higher, on average, than untaxed subjects (p = 0.0003). Not only do
taxed subjects report higher ownerhsip over tax-based revenues in the real world, they also report
stronger ownership in the lab. Taken as a whole, the consistency between our lab measures and their
real-world analogues strongly suggests that the lab games are activating the desired mechanism and
that subjects were internalizing their roles as Citizens when choosing their thresholds.

Finally, we show that taxed citizens respond more strongly to the Tax Ownership condition
than do non-taxed citizens. Table B.2 breaks down the effect of taxation on punishment by whether
the respondent reported paying at least one direct tax in the outtake survey. While we find a positive
treatment effect in both groups, the effect of taxation in the lab on subjects who pay direct taxes
is more than twice as large as those with no experience paying direct taxes. This suggests a strong

12As one might expect, payment of direct income taxes is relatively rare in Uganda; only 14.4% of subjects

reported paying an income tax in the previous 12 months. Given that this is a heavily urban sample, the

national rate is likely to be substantially lower.
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connection between subjects’ real-world experience and their behavior in the lab: subjects’ who
have experience paying direct taxes respond much more strongly to the Tax Ownership treatment
than those who do not.

DV: Subject Threshold

Full No Income Tax Paid Income Tax

Tax Ownership 0.413∗∗∗ 0.344∗∗∗ 0.837∗∗

(0.113) (0.121) (0.316)

Enumerator + Round FE X X X
Number of Obs 2050 1775 275
Adjusted R2 0.156 0.156 0.322

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.2: Heterogeneous Response to Tax Ownership Treatment by Income Tax
Status. Column 1 reports the full-sample estimates for all subjects who answered the question on
taxation. Column 2 reports the effect of the Tax Ownership treatment on those who did not report
paying an income tax in the previous six months. Column 3 reports the effect of taxation for those
who paid a tax in the past six months. While the number of subjects paying a tax was small, the
effect of the Tax Ownership treatment on them is nearly three times that for non-taxpayers.
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C Mediation Analysis

(Back to Table of Contents)

Because treatment assignment is random, subjects’ strength of ownership over the group fund
is therefore a function of an endogenous, intrinsic ownership and the exogenous ownership induced
by our three ownership treatments. We exploit this exogenous variation through mediation analysis,
taking ownership as the mediator through which our ownership treatments may increase subjects’
punishment thresholds. Under this design, the effect of ownership is causally identified as long as
the sequential ignorability assumption holds. We discuss this assumption in greater detail below,
and also show provide evidence that other mechanisms that could violate this assumption do not
mediate the effect of our ownership treatments.

Mediation analysis decomposes the treatment effect into a direct effect—in this case, the effect
of our ownership treatments—and the indirect effect of ownership on transfer thresholds. The key
quantity of interest is the Average Causal Mediation Effect (ACME), which measures the extent to
which the exogenous increase in ownership (caused by taxation) influences punishment behavior.
We expect that while the Average Direct Effect (ADE) of the tax treatment may remain significant,
a substantial portion of Total Effect (TE) should come indirectly through the effect of taxation on
ownership.13

To estimate the causal effect of ownership on punishment behavior, we specify the mediator
model as

OwnershipMeasurei = α+ βOwnershipTreatmenti + γγγXij + εi

and the outcome model as:

AccountabilityMeasureij = α+ βOwnershipTreatmenti + δOwnershipMeasurei + γγγXij + εi

We specify similar mediation models for both the lab and field experiments with two key
differences. First, the lab games included a clustered standard error to account for the fact that a
single subjects plays multiple rounds and thus we expect errors to be correlated within-subject. For
the survey experiment mediation models classical standard errors are used. Similarly, the control
vector Xij is indexed by round (j) because, as in the main text, we include the lagged (i.e. previous)
transfer from the Leader. The dependent variable in the outcome model is also indexed by round
(j) in the lab games. In the survey experiment, where each subject appears only once in the data
and the dependent variable is the inverse-covariance weighted of our four behavioral measures, the
outcome model is indexed only by i.

13The causal setup of mediation analysis is similar in spirit to that of instrumental variable estimation, but

differs in one critical respect: instrumental variable approaches require that the treatment affect the outcome

only through the mediator. In an experimental context, this is equivalent to saying that the treatment cannot

have a direct effect on the outcome. This is a stronger (and far less defensible) assumption than that of

causal mediation analysis, which allows a direct effect and requires only that the causal mediator of interest

is uncorrelated with any omitted mediators. As we show in the main results, there is a substantial direct

effect of the treatment in the lab results, making our ownership treatments a poor candidate instrument for

estimating the impact of ownership on punishment behavior in a two-stage least-squares framework.
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C.1 Lab-in-the-Field Experiments

(Back to Table of Contents)

Table C.1 shows that the strength of a respondent’s ownership over the group fund accounts
for approximately half of the overall effect in two of our three ownership treatments. Because the
mediation effect comes only from the exogenous change in ownership induced by our ownership
treatments, it is causally identified under the sequential ignorability assumption, which stipulates
that there must be no omitted mediator that is positively correlated with both punishment and own-
ership. While this assumption is strong, it is more defensible in an experimental context, where the
only plausible alternative mechanisms must be activated differentially by treatment condition. The
most plausible alternative candidate mechanism is that of fairness. If, for example, our ownership
treatments caused subjects to see division of the group fund more as a matter of fairness than in
the windfall conditions, and if stronger fairness norms lead subjects to ask for larger transfers, it is
possible that fairness could act as a confounding mediator. To test whether our ownership measure
could be proxying for a fairness mechanism, we examined whether fairness considerations differed
across treatment groups or predicted subjects’ punishment behavior. We measured fairness with a
survey item that asked subjects to indicate the importance of fairness in their allocation decisions.
The exact wording of the fairness question asked citizens to rate the importance of “whether the
allocation of the group fund between me and the Leader was fair” on a 4-category Likert scale
ranging from 0 (not at all important) to 3 (very important).

DV: Subject Threshold
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3

Estimate p-value Estimate p-value Estimate p-value

Causal Mediation Effect (ACME) 0.190*** 0.006 0.042* 0.074 0.240** 0.016

Direct Effect (ADE) 0.244*** 0.002 0.375** 0.022 0.162 0.140

Total Effect 0.434*** 0.000 0.416** 0.014 0.401*** 0.004

Observations 2075 1932 1025

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.1: Subjects’ Feeling of Ownership Mediates Effect of Ownership Treatment
on Punishment Threshold. For each of the three experiments, we report the ACME, ADE and
Total Effect as estimated by the mediate package in R. The quantity of interest, the ACME, is
given in Row 1 and its expected direction is positive. Results from Experiment 1 (Columns 1-2),
Experiment 2 (Columns 3-4), and Experiment 3 (Columns 5-6) show that the ownership mechanism
accounts for approximately half of the total effect of the ownership treatment.

In all three experiments, we find that fairness considerations are in fact negatively affected by
our ownership treatments. In only one of the three experiments—Experiment 1—was the negative
relationship between treatment and fairness statistically significant. Furthermore, the correlation
between our ownership and fairness measures is weak and often negative (ρ = -0.21, 0.005, and
-0.41 in Experiments 1, 2 and 3 respectively). Since any potential confounding mediator is must be
positively affected by our ownership treatment and positively correlated with both our ownership
measure and punishment thresholds, the constellation of results above precludes the possibility that
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a fairness mechanism is acting to confound our results.14

Another potential omitted mediator is that the treatments change perceptions of budget size.
While this is plausible for the 2018 survey-based experiment (see discussion in next section), we can
rule it out in the lab experiments: because the size of the budget is fixed at 10 MU in all treatment
conditions, and as the budget size is visible to citizens, our ownership treatments should not be able
to shift perceptions of budget size.

C.2 Alternative Mediators in Survey Experiment

(Back to Table of Contents)

The identifying assumption of mediation analysis for the survey experiments is sequential ig-
norability, which requires that the treatment is randomized and that other, unmodeled mediators
do not act as confounders. A violation of sequential ignorability would occur if there exists an
unmodeled mediator that is (1) affected by our ownership treatments; (2) causally related to our
ownership measure; and (3) predicts punishment behavior. In substantive terms, such a violation
would require that there exists another mechanism connecting our ownership treatments and pun-
ishment behavior, and that this mechanism is also causally related to ownership. This means that
many other mechanisms that might affect accountability are only a threat to inference if it they are
plausibly correlated with subjects’ ownership.

We consider here three candidate mechanisms: subjects’ self-reported efficacy (Efficacy), per-
ceptions of corruption (Corruption), and the change in their beliefs about the contribution of aid
(oil) revenues to the overall budget (Info).

• The information measure is constructed using a question that asks subjects to allocate 10
coins to represent how much of the budget comes from four sources of revenue: taxes, aid
revenues, oil revenues, and debt. We use as the mediator the number of coins chosen for the
revenue of interest (i.e. aid in the aid treatment). This measures whether the treatments
primed respondents to think that the revenue in question is more important in the budget.

• The corruption measure is an average of four items that asked, after treatment but before the
outcome module, to rate the extent of corruption at three different levels of government on a
10-point scale. The levels were: national, district, and sub-county. The corruption mediator
directly captures whether the treatment made respondents believe corruption is higher, which
could lead to higher punishment.

• The efficacy measure is taken from a post-treatment item asking subjects how much of a
difference they can hold leaders accountable for misuse of government revenues. If the own-
ership treatments increase efficacy, this could then make citizens more likely to take action
for reasons other than higher ownership.

One possible mediator that is not directly captured above is a respondent’s belief about the
total size of the budget. If the treatment makes respondents think that the government has more
revenue available, this could increase both ownership and punishment. While we do not have a
direct measure of budget size perceptions, we can address this with our general sensitivity analysis
(see next section), and two of the mediators described above can serve as partial proxies for budget
size.

14The code that produces these results is contained in Appendix E of the replication archive.
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First, if the aid (oil) treatments lead respondents to believe that there is more aid (oil) money
than previously thought, without affecting beliefs about other revenue sources to the same extent,
then our information measure is a reasonable proxy for beliefs about budget size. However, this
will not be a good proxy if our treatments affect beliefs about all revenue sources equally, or if the
treatments do not alter perceptions of budget size, only the composition of the budget.

For this reason we also look at corruption perceptions as a second proxy for budget size.
If subjects are updating their beliefs about the total size of the budget, but not levels of public
goods provision, then they will infer higher levels of corruption given existing levels of public goods
provision. As our treatments provide information about existing revenues but not existing levels of
public goods provision, this seems reasonable.

For each of the three potential mediator measures, we estimate a separate AMCE to examine
whether it is possible that some portion of the treatment effect is coming through one of the
respective mechanisms. If the AMCE is statistically and substantively small, it cannot act as a
confounding mediator. The results are reported in Table C.2 below. In all cases we observe that
the substantive effects of these mediators are extremely weak. We also recompute the ownership
AMCEs reported in Table 6 in the presence of each of potential confounding mediator via the
multimed function of the mediation package, which allows the inclusion of a second mediator
alongside ownership. Their inclusion does not alter the effect of ownership.
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Aid Ownership Oil Ownership
Estimate p-value Estimate p-value

Efficacy Mechanism
Causal Mediation Effect (ACME) -0.001 0.906 -0.0005 0.946
Direct Effect (ADE) 0.054 0.512 0.011 0.904
Total Effect 0.053 0.508 0.010 0.908
Observations 558 556

Corruption Mechanism
Causal Mediation Effect (ACME) 0.004 0.810 -0.015 0.394
Direct Effect (ADE) 0.050 0.502 0.030 0.688
Total Effect 0.054 0.506 0.015 0.860
Observations 558 555

Information Mechanism
Causal Mediation Effect (ACME) -0.014 0.416 -0.001 0.976
Direct Effect (ADE) 0.042 0.648 -0.020 0.828
Total Effect 0.028 0.752 -0.021 0.808
Observations 504 445

Table C.2: Mediation Analysis with Alternative Mechanisms. Top panel reports the
results of a mediation analysis identical to that conducted for the ownership mechanism, but with a
post-treatment measure of efficacy. Middle panel reports results taking as the mediator the simple
weighted average of three items asking about corruption at different levels of government. Bottom
panel reports estimates taken from an item that asked respondents to allocate 10 coins across what
they viewed as the most important sources of government revenues. The information measure is the
proportion of coins allocated to the source of revenue about which they received information. The
ACMEs for all three mechanisms (Row 1 in each panel) are substantively small and insignificant.
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C.3 General Sensitivity Analysis for Unmodeled Mediators in Lab and Survey
Experiments

(Back to Table of Contents)

In both the lab games and the survey experiment the interrogation of plausible confounding
mediators reveals that our mediation results are unlikely to be driven by other mechanisms that
could be reasonably correlated with both ownership and our outcomes of interest. It is possible,
however, that there exists an unmeasured mediator that does fulfill both of these conditions. Here,
we examine this possibility with general sensitivity analysis in both the lab and survey experiments.
The sensitivity analysis is conducted via the medsens function in R’s mediate package.

Because the common quantity of interest in sensitivity analysis, ρ is not easily interpreted in
substantive terms, we focus on how jointly predictive the unmodeled mediator would have to be
of both our ownership measure and our behavioral outcomes — in the lab games this is subjects’
punishment thresholds and in the survey experiment it is the behavioral index. As the correlation
between the unmodeled mediator and our ownership or outcome measures increase, the ACME of
ownership will be driven towards zero. In Figures C.1 and C.2 , we plot four sets of indifference
curves that visualize this dynamic. The two panes in Figure C.1 are from the Tax Experiment
and Aid Ownership Experiment15, while the panes in C.2 show the same analysis for the Aid and
Oil Ownership treatments in the survey experiment. In each, the indifference curves show all the
possible combinations of residual variance in the outcome and mediator models that would have to
be explained by the unmodeled mediator to drive our result to zero.

As would be expected given the controlled setting of the lab, any unmodeled mediator would
have to be extremely predictive of both subjects’ punishment threshold as well as our ownership
mediator. As the middle (bolded) indifference curve demonstrates, the unmodeled mediator would
need to explain approximately 50% of the residual variance in both the outcome and mediator
models in the Tax Experiment, or approximately 90% of the residual variance in one and 30%
in the other. The result is even starker in the Aid Ownership Experiment, where the unmodeled
mediator would have to explain approximately 55% of the residual variance in both models. We view
this possibility as extremely unlikely given that the most plausible confounding mediator, fairness,
has an AMCE indistinguishable from zero.

The strength of the results in the survey experiment are considerably weaker, which is to be
expected given the difficult of predicting real-world political behavior. In the Aid Ownership treat-
ment, the unmodeled mediator would have to explain approximately 10% of the residual variance
in one model and 20% in the other. In the Oil Ownership treatment, the equivalent figures are
approximately 15% and 20% respectively. However, unlike the lab games, the R2 of the outcome
and mediator models range between 0.05 and 0.075. This means that the unmodeled mediator
would have to explain between two and four times more variation than all the right-hand side vari-
ables combined. We view this possibility as very unlikely given the inclusion of several important
covariates in the mediator model and of the ownership mediator itself in the outcome model.

15We cannot compute the equivalent quantities of interest for the Oil Ownership Experiment due to the use
of ordered logistic regression in the mediator model. As mentioned in the maintext, the Oil Ownership
Experiment uses a four-category ownership measure that was recoded to three categories for interpretability.
Unfortunately, medsens function does not currently implement sensitivity analysis when the mediator model
uses ordered logistic regression.
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Tax Experiment

Residual Variance in Mediator Model
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Aid Ownership Experiment

Residual Variance in Mediator Model
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Figure C.1: Sensitivity Analysis for Lab Games. Figure demonstrates the amount of
predictive power that the unmodeled mediator would have to possess to drive the AMCE
of ownership to zero. Results suggest that the unmodeled mediator would have to be an
incredibly power predictor of both subjects’ feelings of ownership as well as their punishment
thresholds to render the ownership mediator insignificant.
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Aid Ownership Treatment

Residual Variance in Mediator Model
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Oil Ownership Treatment

Residual Variance in Mediator Model
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Figure C.2: Sensitivity Analysis for Survey Experiment. Figure demonstrates the
amount of predictive power that the unmodeled mediator would have to possess to drive
the AMCE of ownership to zero. Results suggest that the unmodeled mediator would have
to be an incredibly power predictor of both subjects’ feelings of ownership as well as their
punishment thresholds to render the ownership mediator insignificant.
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D Analysis of Tax Ownership Results in Ghana

(Back to Table of Contents)

In this section we provide a more in-depth discussion of the Ghana results, including results
on the Tax treatment disaggregated by Windfall source. The first and most important test of the
ownership effect is simply whether strength of ownershipmatters in determining subjects’ willingness
to punish.16 To do so, we estimate the following OLS model:

Yi = α+ βOwnershipi + γγγXi + εi

where Yij is subject i’s punishment threshold in round j and Ownership is the independent variable
of interest, a three-point indicator for whether subjects felt ownership over the group fund, where
0 represents no ownership, 1 represents weak ownership and 2 represents strong ownership.17 The
vector Xi contains the same subject covariates included in the Uganda models, enumerator fixed-
effects, a one-round lag of the leaders’ transfer, and dummies for additional cross-cutting treatments
not analyzed here. 18 Results are reported in Table D.1.

The results show that high ownership is a substantively strong and statistically significant
predictor of subject thresholds. Subjects who report strong ownership ask for larger transfers from
Leaders, with strong ownership corresponding to an increase in transfer thresholds of 0.798 MU
(p ≈ 0). As in Uganda, the independent effect of ownership on punishment behavior is far stronger
even than the effect of taxation. One potential concern in estimating the effect of ownership is that
ownership may vary with pre-treatment covariates. To account for this possibility, we estimated
models with a range of pre-treatment covariates. The coefficient on Ownership is stable across these
models, nearly identical to that presented in Table D.1, and remains strongly significant.

We next show that, as in Uganda, our ownership treatment—in this case, taxation—increases
self-reported ownership and punishment thresholds. The first four columns of Table D.2 report the
increase in ownership that occurs as the result of taxation. Column 2 reports the results when
the Aid, Oil and Grant conditions are pooled, while Columns 3-5 report the disaggregated results.
Column 6 reports the effect of taxation on the punishment threshold.

As in Uganda, we also conducted mediation analysis to test whether ownership is acting as
a mediator in explaining the effect of the Tax Ownership treatment on subjects’ accountability
demands. The results are reported in Table D.3 below. As in Uganda, the Average Causal Mediation

16The ownership question was added three days after data collection began, resulting in the loss of 131 subjects

from our sample. Of the total, 51 were assigned to the Oil condition, 28 to Grant, 29 to Aid, and 23 to Tax.
17This was recoded from the original 4-point measure, with weak and strong disagreement with the ownership

statement collpased into a single category. This was done to facilitate comparison with the 10-point measures

used in 2 of the 3 Uganda experiments. Results are similar using the original 4 point measure.
18Two cross-cutting treatments, one manipulating the punishment probability and one introducing a valence

prime during the group training, are discussed in the pre-analysis plan and are the subject of ongoing analysis.

Because the number of sessions in each block (36) was not a multiple of the number of unique treatments

(24), there was minor imbalance in these dimensions. We thus include them in our estimating equation to

control for the effect of this imbalance.
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DV: Subject (Punishment) Threshold
Pooled Aid Oil Grant Tax

Ownership 0.463*** 0.550*** 0.396 0.566** 0.503**
(0.094) (0.189) (0.244) (0.223) (0.221)

Enum + Round FE X X X X X
Source FE X - - - -
Other Controls X X X X X
Observations 2040 523 463 484 570
Adjusted-R2 0.211 0.341 0.249 0.136 0.218

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table D.1: Impact of Ownership on Punishment Behavior in Ghana. The dependent
variable is subject i’s threshold in round j and the independent variable is a 3-point ownership
measure with 0 representing no ownership, 1 representing weak ownership and 2 representing strong
ownership. Column 1 reports the effect of Ownership in the pooled sample; Columns 2-5 report esti-
mates for each individual source. Standard errors clustered by subject in parentheses. Observations
are subject-round.

DV: Ownership DV: Punishment
Pooled Aid Oil Grant Windfall

Tax Ownership 0.302*** 0.369*** 0.289*** 0.286*** 0.426***
(0.079) (0.096) (0.104) (0.103) (0.164)

Enumerator FE X X X X X
Other Controls X X X X X
Observations 511 274 259 264 2107
Adjusted-R2 0.396 0.371 0.408 0.357 0.168

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table D.2: Taxation Increases Self-Reported Ownership and Punishment Thresholds
in Ghana. All models use enumerator and round fixed effects and the same set of subject covariates
as in Uganda. Dummies for cross-cutting treatment conditions not analyzed here are also included.
The ownership measure (Columns 2-5) is standardized such that coefficients represent the standard-
deviation change in ownership due to the tax treatment. Note that Columns 2-5 use subject-level
data because there is no variation in ownership values across round for a given subject. Column 6
uses subject-round data. HC3 standard errors used in Columns 2-5 and CR2 standard errors used
in Column 6.
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Effect (ACME) is highly significant and in the expected direction; the effect of the exogenous
variation in ownership induced by taxation increases subjects’ willingness to punish low transfers
from the Leader.

Estimate p-value

Causal Mediation Effect (ACME) 0.135*** 0.000

Direct Effect (ADE) 0.254 0.130

Total Effect 0.390** 0.024

Observations 2041

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table D.3: Replication of Mediation Results in Ghana. Covariates and dummies for cross-
cutting conditions included in both mediator and outcome models. Standard errors clustered at
individual level. Round and enumerator fixed-effects included. As in the Uganda experiments, the
first round was a practice round and is dropped from the analysis.
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E Additional Results: Lab Experiments

(Back to Table of Contents)

E.1 Expressive Benefits to Punishment

In order to capture expressive benefits, we exploit the inclusion of a “utility ladder” in the Tax
Ownership experiment (Experiment 1). The utility ladder is a novel measurement tool developed
to capture changes in respondents’ subjective utility at four distinct points in the game. The ladder
is a 21-point scale ranging from 0 to 20. At the beginning of the round, subjects are anchored at
a value of ten by the enumerator. This allows us to anchor all subjects at an identical baseline
utility and avoid the possibility of different starting positions, which could be a function of subjects’
economic wellbeing, among other things. After anchoring subjects at the midpoint, all changes can
occur only as the result of citizen or Leader actions. Once subjects are anchored, we then ask the
citizen to update their ladder (1) once the citizen purchases a good, (2) when the leader is given the
group fund, (3) after the Citizen observes the Leader’s allocation, and (4) at the end of the round
(e.g. after any punishment has occurred and final payouts realized). The utility ladder is included
below in Figure E.1.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Figure E.1: Utility Ladder. Subjects are anchored at the midpoint of the ladder at the start of
each round. This facilitates comparing subjects who may, due to covariates such as age, education,
wealth and gender, give different starting positions. Changes in the ladder as the game proceeds can
thus be considered changes from a common reference point. The combination of a finely gradated
scale and the ability for subjects to move 10 full rungs in either direction makes the ladder extremely
sensitive to changes in utility as a function of game outcomes.

The key ladder measurements for the purposes of establishing an expressive benefit to pun-
ishment are Ladder 3 (L3) and Ladder 4 (L4). Ladder 3 is taken after the Citizen has learned the
size of the Leader’s transfer, while Ladder 4 is taken after punishment is assessed and the round
is concluded. Since the Citizen has already learned of the Leader’s transfer prior to Ladder 3, the
only change between Ladder 3 and Ladder 4 is whether or not punishment has occurred. We can
therefore use the difference in the two ladders to identify the effect that punishment has subjects’
ladder position. To do so, we model the difference between Ladder 3 and Ladder 4 as a function
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of treatment condition; the transfer the Citizen received in the previous round; the Leader transfer
in the current round; the Citizen’s threshold in the current round; and, finally, an indicator for
whether punishment occurred.19 If there are expressive benefits to punishment, we should expect
that this final measure will be positive. We note that, because punishment is economically costly to
the Citizen, a positive coefficient could only be the result of a psychological, expressive benefit that
is realized due to punishment. Table E.1 reports the results of this regression for each of the four
ladders. As predicted, the coefficient on Punishment (bolded) is positive and statistically significant:
observing successful punishment results in a 0.925 point increase in subjects’ ladder position.

Ladder 3 Ladder 4

Tax Ownership −0.590∗∗∗ −0.684∗∗∗
(0.205) (0.171)

Previous Transfer 0.004 −0.070∗
(0.048) (0.038)

Subject Threshold −1.603∗∗∗ −0.077
(0.092) (0.087)

Leader Transfer 2.103∗∗∗ 0.726∗∗∗
(0.056) (0.073)

Previous Ladder 0.397∗∗∗ 0.374∗∗∗
(0.038) (0.028)

Punishment 0.925∗∗∗

(0.281)

Enumerator FE Yes Yes
Purchased Item FE Yes Yes Yes
N 1760 1754

Table E.1: Punishment Produces Increase in Subjective Utility. Each column reports the
estimates of changes in subject utility over two stages in the game: after the subject has observed
the leader transfer (Column 1), and after subjects have observed leaders being punished for low
transfers (Column 2). All models include treatment, enumerator, round and item fixed effects but
are omitted here for presentation purposes. Due to inclusion of the previous ladder value as a lag,
coefficients should be interpreted as the change in ladder value as a function of the covariate of
interest. We note that the reference treatment condition here is Windfall, such that the coefficient
on Tax Ownership represents the change in the ladder as a result of paying a direct tax at the start
of the round. As expected, paying a tax causes a large decrease in subjects’ ladder position.

19As in previous lab results, we also include enumerator and round fixed-effects, as well as dummies for the

good that was purchased by subjects during the purchasing round at the start of the game.
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Dependent variable:

Punishment Threshold

Oil Framing −0.106
(0.190)

Previous Transfer 0.030
(0.021)

Observations 1,927

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table E.2: Oil Framing Has No Effect on Punishment. Model specification is identical
to those reported in of the main text. Reference condition is the base oil condition in which
subjects were not given implicit ownership (Oil Ownership condition) over the group fund nor
reminded that the oil revenues are supposed to be used to improve the lives of average Ugandans
(Oil Framing condition). Positive coefficients represent an increase in punishment thresholds and
negative coefficients a decrease. The substantively small and statistically insigificant estimate for
Oil Framing demonstrates that subjects did not behave differently in the Oil Framing condition
compared to the base Oil treatment. To improve power, we thus pool the Base Oil and Oil Framing
conditions when estimate the treatment effect for Oil Ownership.
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Dependent variable:

Leader Transfer

Direct Tax −0.103
(0.272)

Windfall Aid −0.352
(0.320)

Windfall Oil −0.008
(0.344)

Age 0.024∗∗
(0.012)

Education 0.033
(0.031)

Services 0.118
(0.174)

Poverty −0.364∗∗∗
(0.134)

Female 0.056
(0.222)

Observations 2,132

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table E.3: Effect of Treatment Assignment on Leader Transfers. Given that recruited
subjects were average citizens and not elites, we view the behavior of Leaders as unlikely to be
reflective of the behavior of actual politicians or bureaucrats. Nonetheless, we include here estimates
of the effect of treatment conditions and a selection of subject covariates on leader transfers. As
expected given the low external validity of subjects’ behavior when acting as Leaders, none of the
three treatment coefficients (Rows 1-3) are significant. Estimating equation includes enumerator
and round fixed effects with standard errors clustered by leader. Because each leader played with
three citizens per round and made separate transfer decisions for each Citizen, each leader appears
three times each round for five rounds for a total of 15 observations per leader. The Windfall Grant
condition is the baseline, such that coefficients on the remaining three treatment conditions can be
interpreted as the change in the Leader transfer (given in monetary units) relative to Leaders in the
Windfall Grant treatment. Additional covariates included for purposes of comparison.
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F Additional Results: Survey Experiment

(Back to Table of Contents)

F.1 Individual correlates of Ownership

This section draws on additional covariates from our national survey to test which individual-
level factors correlate with high levels of ownership. As we did not pre-specify this analysis, all results
should be viewed as exploratory; we are not attempting to make causal claims. Our analysis focuses
on basic demographic and economic variables that are unlikely to be directly affected by either
our treatments or to be the effect, rather than cause, of high ownership. These include whether
the respondent is head of household; age; sex; the highest level of education attained; cellphone
ownership; logged income; and urban or rural status. We also include a geographic variable, namely
the population of the respondent’s village or town.

We look at how these variables correlate with four measures of ownership: ownership over
foreign aid; oil; taxes; and the average of the three measures. The order in which the three revenue
ownership measures were asked in the survey depended on the treatment group. Those in aid or oil
ownership treatment groups were asked about that source first, then the others were randomized.
In the control group the full order was randomized. We see strong anchoring effects of the first
ownership measure asked, and so we view the average ownership variable as most informative.
However, we also show results for each revenue source separately.

Figure F.1 shows the results of regressions of ownership on the covariates just described. All
specifications are OLS and include indicators for treatment condition and enumerator fixed effects,
though these are omitted for presentation purposes. The figure includes four panels. The top
left panel uses aid ownership as the dependent variable. The other three use ownership over oil,
ownership over tax revenues, and the average ownership measure described above.

Several factors predict ownership. Men have higher ownership than women over all forms of
revenue, as do wealthier respondents, as measured by self-reported household income and cell phone
ownership. Likewise, those with more education report higher levels of ownership. It is important
to note that high education or income are not simply proxying for elite status: median education
in our sample is 9 years, and median income is the equivalent of US$8.38 per day.

Age and household head status are not strong predictors of ownership, other than possibly in
the oil condition. Rural respondents have lower tax ownership—possibly because taxation is low in
rural areas—but we find no differences for other revenue sources.

These results suggest that individuals’ status and experience may affect ownership, but more
research is needed to understand how and why some groups appear to have higher ownership than
others.
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Figure F.1: Correlates of Ownership
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F.2 Additional experimental results

Pooled Pure Control Aid Ownership Oil Ownership

Accountability Index 1.190∗∗∗ 0.717 1.627∗∗∗ 1.281∗∗

(0.300) (0.476) (0.533) (0.595)
Donation 0.301∗∗ 0.341 0.231 0.402

(0.148) (0.243) (0.259) (0.288)
Contact National Politician 0.194 −0.114 0.593∗∗ 0.157

(0.147) (0.238) (0.257) (0.288)
Report Participation 0.509∗∗∗ 0.485∗∗ 0.563∗∗ 0.290

(0.144) (0.227) (0.256) (0.281)
SMS 0.435∗∗ 0.293 0.475∗ 0.670∗∗

(0.142) (0.228) (0.251) (0.280)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table F.1: Correlation Between Individual Accountability Measures and Ownership.
Due to space constraints, our main results report only the correlation between our Accountability
Index and Ownership. Here, we include the results of the same models run on the index as well as
each of its constituent behavioral measures. All models are identical and include subject covariates as
in the main text. Column 1 reports the correlation between our behavioral measures and ownership
for the entire sample, while Columns 2-4 report estimates for each treatment condition separately. In
all but the Pure Control condition the correlation between accountability behaviors and ownership
is statistically significant. Classical standard errors used.
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Dependent variable:

Contact National Politician Donate
Full Sample Low Efficacy High Efficacy Full Sample Low Efficacy High Efficacy

Aid Ownership −0.007 0.035 −0.052 0.022 0.065 −0.013
(0.041) (0.060) (0.058) (0.041) (0.059) (0.057)

Oil Ownership −0.005 0.033 −0.033 −0.017 0.042 −0.064
(0.042) (0.061) (0.058) (0.041) (0.060) (0.057)

Observations 853 416 432 848 413 430

Dependent variable:

Sent SMS Report Participation
Full Sample Low Efficacy High Efficacy Full Sample Low Efficacy High Efficacy

Aid Ownership −0.000 0.093 −0.082 0.030 0.045 0.022
(0.040) (0.057) (0.057) (0.040) (0.058) (0.056)

Oil Ownership 0.017 0.091 −0.042 0.055 0.115∗ 0.005
(0.040) (0.058) (0.057) (0.041) (0.059) (0.056)

Observations 853 416 432 850 415 430

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table F.2: Average Treatment Effect for Individual Outcome Measures. All estimates
are convention difference-in-means with classical standard errors. Results are broken into two panels
due to space constraints. For each dependent variable, we report estimates for the full sample as
well as the low- and high-efficacy subgroups examined in the main text. As with the Accountability
Index, estimates from the full sample mask substantial variation by subjects’ level of efficacy, which
is measured via an inverse covariance weighted index of seven items from the pre-treatment battery.
The top panel reports results for the Contact and Donate variables, while the bottom panels report
estimates for Sent SMS and Report Participation. For all four measures, the effect for low-efficacy
respondents are larger than those for high-efficacy respondents.
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Effect of Treatment on Ownership Mechanism

Full Sample Low Efficacy High Efficacy

Aid Ownership 0.416∗∗∗ 0.507∗∗∗ 0.329∗∗
(0.110) (0.151) (0.160)

Oil Ownership 0.140 0.266∗ 0.047
(0.116) (0.150) (0.179)

N (Aid) 259 132 126
N (Oil) 266 138 125

Effect of Treatment on Accountability Index

Full Sample Low Efficacy High Efficacy

Aid Ownership −0.105 0.024 −0.253
(0.126) (0.168) (0.187)

Oil Ownership −0.211∗ −0.036 −0.385∗∗
(0.124) (0.163) (0.188)

N (Total) 396 202 191

Ownership Mechanism as Mediator

Full Sample Low Efficacy High Efficacy

Aid Ownership 0.059∗∗ 0.110∗∗ 0.011
[0.006, 0.129] [0.016, 0.233] [-0.045, 0.086]

Oil Ownership 0.023 0.037 0.014
[-0.019, 0.073] [-0.016, 0.126] [-0.058, 0.098]

N (Aid) 254 128 125
N (Oil) 263 136 124

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table F.3: Effect of Ownership Treatments for Non-Household Heads.
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Mediation Results for Aid Ownership

Full Sample Low Efficacy High Efficacy

Casual Mediation Effect (ACME) 0.063∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗

[0.027, 0.109] [0.026, 0.163] [0.006, 0.111]
Direct Effect (ADE) -0.018 0.105 -0.165

[-0.178, 0.146] [-0.12, 0.339] [-0.397, 0.046]
Total Effect 0.046 0.187 -0.114

[-0.114, 0.212] [-0.033, 0.413] [-0.35, 0.105]
Observations 558 272 284

Mediation Results for Oil Ownership

Full Sample Low Efficacy High Efficacy
Casual Mediation Effect (ACME) 0.056∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗ 0.040∗

[0.022, 0.101] [0.015, 0.144] [-0.005, 0.101]
Direct Effect (ADE) -0.046 0.097 -0.189

[-0.232, 0.117] [-0.132, 0.351] [-0.43, 0.074]
Total Effect 0.010 0.166 -0.149

[-0.173, 0.179] [-0.055, 0.427] [-0.383, 0.107]
Observations 557 266 288

Table F.4: Full Mediation Results, Field Experiment. For both the full sample (Column 1)
and the two efficacy subsets (Columns 2-3), all three major quantities of interest in mediation anal-
ysis are reported. The top panel reports these estimates for the Aid Ownership treatment (relative
to the Pure Control condition), while the bottom does the same for the Oil Ownership treatment.
As would be expected from the small ATEs reported in Table 6 , the ADEs are insignificant. Differ-
ences in the ATEs reported in Table 6 and the ADEs reported here occur due to the fact that both
the outcome and mediator models include the following subject-level covariates: gender, household
size, age, level of education, and logged total income. These covariates are included to account for
possible confounding mediators that are strongly determined by key demographic characteristics.
Estimates are obtained via bootstrapping and the 90% confidence interval is constructed by taking
the values at the 5th and 95th percentiles of the bootstrap distribution.
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Figure F.2: Heterogeneous Treatment Effects on Accountability Index by Subject
Efficacy. Efficacy Index is constructed via inverse-covariance weighting of seven items discussed
in Section A.1. Estimates produced via Interflex package in R with the bandwidth for the local
regression chosen via cross-validation. Left pane shows the effect of the Oil Ownership treatment on
Accountability Index across the distribution of Efficacy Index. Right pane shows the same estimates
for the Aid Ownership treatment. Accountability Index is standardized by the control group, such
that the y-axis represents the control group standard deviation change in the index caused by the
Oil and Aid Ownership treatments. The downward sloping non-linear estimates demonstrate that
the effect of both ownership treatments declines in subjects’ efficacy. The distribution of the efficacy
index is plotted at the bottom of each pane and colored according to treatment status. Each bar
gives the proportion of control units (white) relative to treated units (salmon) falling inside the
interval.
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G Balance Tests and Descriptive Statistics

(Back to Table of Contents)

G.1 Means

Treatment Subject Threshold Leader Transfer

Experiment 1
1 Direct Tax 4.71 4.17
2 Windfall Aid 4.28 3.67
3 Windfall Grant 4.52 3.74
4 Windfall Oil 4.68 3.94

Experiment 2
1 Oil 4.38 4.8
2 Oil Framing 4.57 4.55
3 Oil Ownership 4.66 4.48

Experiment 3
1 Aid Ownership 5.41 4.59
2 Basic Aid 5.14 4.24

Table G.1: Mean subject thresholds and leader transfers per treatment condition and
experiment

G.2 Experiment 1: Tax Ownership Treatment

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

Age 415 29.14 8.68 20.00 23.00 34.00 69.00
Education 415 9.42 4.29 0.00 7.00 13.00 17.00
Female 415 0.48 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 415 2.26 1.09 1.00 1.00 3.00 5.00
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 415 1.64 0.93 1.00 1.00 2.00 5.00
Trust in Member of Parliament 414 2.09 1.02 1.00 1.00 3.00 5.00
Voted in Prior Election 415 0.72 0.45 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
Average Quality of Local Services 415 3.84 0.55 2.50 3.50 4.25 5.00
Ownership (Lab Game) 415 −0.15 0.99 −3.31 −0.86 0.61 1.59
Quality of Local Schools 414 4.54 0.69 2.00 4.00 5.00 6.00
Quality of Local Clinics 415 4.15 0.80 2.00 4.00 5.00 6.00
Qualit yof Local Roads 415 3.69 0.92 2.00 3.00 4.00 6.00
Quality of Local Sewage/Sanitation 415 2.98 0.92 1.00 2.00 4.00 5.00

Table G.2: Experiment 1: Descriptive Statistics
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Grant Tax Aid Oil F-test p FDR q

Age 29.040 28.490 29.280 29.900 0.810 0.810
Education 9.770 9.220 8.870 9.110 0.380 0.770
Female 0.430 0.490 0.580 0.540 0.120 0.310

Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 2.210 1.970 2.410 2.510 0.020 0.140
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 1.580 1.760 1.650 1.690 0.540 0.810
Trust in Member of Parliament 2.090 1.950 2.120 2.170 0.660 0.810

Voted in Prior Election 0.730 0.700 0.670 0.750 0.730 0.810
Average Quality of Local Services 3.850 3.710 3.840 3.940 0.090 0.310

Table G.3: Experiment 1: Balance Tests. FDR q value is calculated via the Benjamini-Hochberg
procedure and controls the false discovery rate at α = 0.05.
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G.3 Experiment 2: Oil Ownership Treatment

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

Age 387 30.95 9.54 18.00 24.50 36.00 87.00
Education 388 2.71 1.35 0.00 2.00 3.00 6.00
Female 388 0.46 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 386 2.62 1.14 1.00 2.00 3.00 5.00
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 388 1.90 1.09 1.00 1.00 3.00 5.00
Trust in Member of Parliament 364 2.86 1.26 1.00 2.00 4.00 5.00
Voted in Prior Election 339 0.89 0.32 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Average Quality of Local Services 388 4.19 0.52 2.43 3.86 4.57 5.57

Table G.4: Experiment 2: Descriptive Statistics

Oil Oil Framing Oil Ownership F-test p FDR q

Age 31.560 29.980 31.310 0.360 0.720
Education 2.550 2.900 2.690 0.110 0.720
Female 0.500 0.470 0.410 0.340 0.720

Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 2.500 2.650 2.710 0.320 0.720
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 1.850 1.920 1.930 0.830 0.830
Trust in Member of Parliament 2.810 2.910 2.870 0.820 0.830

Voted in Prior Election 0.860 0.900 0.900 0.560 0.830
Average Quality of Local Services 4.170 4.180 4.210 0.820 0.830

Table G.5: Experiment 2: Balance Tests. FDR q value is calculated via the Benjamini-Hochberg
procedure and controls the false discovery rate at α = 0.05.
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G.4 Experiment 3: Aid Ownership Treatment

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

Age 205 27.15 7.31 20.00 22.00 30.00 63.00
Education 205 10.46 3.61 0.00 8.00 13.00 17.00
Female 205 0.23 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 205 2.60 1.13 1.00 2.00 3.00 5.00
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 205 1.86 1.02 1.00 1.00 2.00 5.00
Trust in Member of Parliament 204 2.44 1.02 1.00 2.00 3.00 5.00
Voted in Prior Election 205 0.67 0.47 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
Average Quality of Local Services 205 4.06 0.60 2.50 3.75 4.50 5.50

Table G.6: Experiment 3: Descriptive Statistics

Aid Ownership Basic Aid F-test p FDR q

Age 28.020 26.250 0.080 0.330
Education 10.200 10.720 0.300 0.360
Female 0.290 0.180 0.060 0.330

Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 2.670 2.510 0.320 0.360
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 1.890 1.830 0.660 0.660
Trust in Member of Parliament 2.360 2.510 0.280 0.360

Voted in Prior Election 0.620 0.710 0.180 0.360
Average Quality of Local Services 4.010 4.110 0.250 0.360

Table G.7: Experiment 3: Balance Tests. While only the Oil, Oil Framing and Oil Ownership
conditions are used in the analysis, the remaining conditions were used to verify the results from
the Tax Ownership data. We thus include all conditions here. FDR q value is calculated via the
Benjamini-Hochberg procedure and controls the false discovery rate at α = 0.05.
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G.5 Field Experiment

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

Age 852 40.22 13.72 20.00 29.00 50.00 85.00
Education 843 8.65 4.62 0.00 5.50 11.00 17.00
Female 853 0.32 0.47 0 0 1 1
Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 17 1.65 0.86 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 17 1.94 1.56 1.00 1.00 3.00 5.00
Trust in Member of Parliament 573 2.20 1.17 1.00 1.00 3.00 4.00
Voted in Prior Election 853 0.85 0.36 0 1 1 1
Average Quality of Local Services 578 2.85 0.62 1.00 2.40 3.20 4.40

Table G.8: Field Experiment: Descriptive Statistics

Aid Own Oil Own Pure Control F-test p FDR q

Age 39.760 39.470 41.410 0.190 0.570
Education 8.530 8.880 8.540 0.600 0.810
Female 0.350 0.290 0.310 0.360 0.570

Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 1.570 1.500 1.830 0.820 0.830
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 2.570 1 1.830 0.280 0.570
Trust in Member of Parliament 2.150 2.320 2.160 0.300 0.570

Voted in Prior Election 0.850 0.840 0.850 0.830 0.830
Average Quality of Local Services 2.880 2.890 2.770 0.130 0.570

Table G.9: Field Experiment: Balance Tests. FDR q value is calculated via the Benjamini-
Hochberg procedure and controls the false discovery rate at α = 0.05.
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G.6 Ghana Data

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

Age 691 32.74 12.48 18.00 23.00 40.00 75.00
Education 691 2.63 1.39 0.00 2.00 4.00 7.00
Female 691 0.53 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
Average Quality of Local Services 691 4.40 0.57 2.43 4.14 4.71 6.00
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 691 1.38 0.70 1.00 1.00 2.00 5.00
Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 691 1.45 0.79 1.00 1.00 2.00 5.00
Voted in Prior Election 701 0.70 0.46 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
Trust in Member of Parliament 690 2.57 1.17 1.00 1.00 4.00 5.00

Table G.10: Ghana Data: Descriptive Statistics

Aid Grant Oil Tax F-test p FDR q

Age 33.970 33.330 30.380 33.150 0.040 0.350
Education 2.610 2.670 2.650 2.580 0.930 0.970
Female 0.540 0.560 0.510 0.520 0.800 0.970

Average Quality of Local Services 4.400 4.420 4.340 4.420 0.560 0.970
Lacked Water in Prev 6 months 1.370 1.380 1.400 1.380 0.970 0.970
Lacked Food in Prev 6 months 1.420 1.450 1.490 1.450 0.880 0.970

Voted in Prior Election 0.690 0.720 0.640 0.730 0.270 0.970
Trust in Member of Parliament 2.580 2.620 2.550 2.550 0.950 0.970

Observations 192 174 192 206

Table G.11: Ghana Data: Balance Tests. FDR q value is calculated via the Benjamini-Hochberg
procedure and controls the false discovery rate at α = 0.05.
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